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Find related terminology – create an outline!

Where to start

 Pick your topic and do some background research around
terminology related to your topic. This background research can
be done on the open internet, through Wikipedia, or other sites.
What you want to find are terms that relate to your topic – this
helps you create an outline or something that lays out a plan for
what you will research.
 Don’t worry if your first plan for a topic changes – let your research
guide you to a subject that
 Interests you
 Provides lots of information for you to draw from
 Best meets the requirements of the assignment
Tip: Don’t use Wikipedia as a source for your research – but it’s great
as a way to find terminology for your background research!

 Begin with the Library catalog: It provides the best trusted
information for your report!!!

Now that you
have an IDEA

 Go to the ntcmn.edu website
 Under Student Life, select Library
 Click on “Click here to search the NTC Library Catalog”

First sign in with your Star ID if you haven’t already.
The catalog will let you into the databases if you
are signed in.

Using terms from your preliminary search, enter them one by one in the search bar above.
• Try specific terms that narrow your search but also broad ones that provide greater background on your topic.
• Facets on the left side of the results page offer ways to narrow down your search.
• Look for more recently published articles from peer-reviewed journals (hint: there are facets for both)
• Be careful not to select articles too far off your topic – many professional research articles, at least the kind
you want to use, provide abstracts or a brief synopsis of what the research is, and results found.

These are
facets
selected from
the lists
below them

 To do well in your research
you must study what the
articles you find are about.
Read the abstract and maybe
the conclusion.

Real World
Research –
Dig in

 Select articles that
 1. Provide supporting or
conflicting evidence to your
research – contrasting
views shows you know your
subject.
 2. Provide solid evidence
for your topic – peer
reviewed means that you
can trust the information –
you can’t get that from the
open internet!

 As soon as you find an article
that you want to use – go
back to the Library catalog to
copy and paste the citation
information to a Microsoft
Word document:

Straube, C., Vazan, M., & Straube, C.
(2016). IMAGES IN CLINICAL MEDICINE.
Pneumorrhachis, Pneumothorax, and
Subcutaneous Emphysema. The New
England Journal of Medicine, 375(9), e18–
e18.
https://doi.org/10.1056/NEJMicm1506684

Click on the citation icon

Select the
citation
format APA

 There are 4 instances when you should use citations to
acknowledge the use of others’ work and avoid plagiarism:

When to cite

 Quote – when you use the words of someone else in quotation
marks. “Quoting is a way of weaving someone’s exact words into
your text” (Bullock et al, 2017, p. 108).
This is an in-text citation!
 Paraphrase – one of the hardest to discern, this type includes
information from another author specific to their research but in
your words (Bullock et al, 2017).
This is an in-text citation!
 Summarize – using the main points of another’s works, especially
without the details according to Bullock et al (2017).
This is an in-text citation!

 Signal phrase – If you want to make a statement that, as Bullock,
Brody and Weinberg (2017) say is different than what you say and
you use the author’s names, you have given a signal that requires a
citation. This is an in-text citation!
Citation in APA style: Bullock, R., Brody, M., & Weinberg, F. (2017). The Little Seagull
handbook : with exercises (Third edition.). New York: W.W. Norton & Company.

Within the Text:
 In-Text citations are provided to show precisely what you are
using that comes from another author’s work.
At the end:

Where to Cite /
Know your
terms

 Reference Lists provides a full bibliographic record of in-text
citations but not websites or personal communications such as if
you refer to an email within your report. Most commonly used in
APA.
 Notes can be used with superscript to explain concepts in the text.
Use the footnote tool in Microsoft Word. Cite as normal in-text
citation.
Know your terms well:
 A bibliography, as a list of sources is not used in APA style reports, but commonly
occurs with works in history and some humanities using Chicago Manual of Style
(CMS). However, Reference Lists include a bibliography, a formal list of titles and
credits authors and publishers, of works cited.

 Full Citations provide detailed information about sources.
 Full Citations include

Full Citations

 Author – last name, initial(s). When there are 3 or more authors “et
al” may be used after the first author for in-text citations but NOT in
Reference Lists.
 Year of publication – in parentheses after the last author.
 Title – Italicized. When an edition of a work is indicated the edition is
put in parentheses (as is an editor, translator, and other title related
detail if required).
 Place of Publication is used for books and other printed material
where the publisher’s name is associated with a place. Journal
articles do not include Place.
 Publisher/Publication – A publisher is not italicized but a Publication
name is to be italicized. When a publication is italicized the title is
NOT.
 Volume(Issue), page number or range – is given for periodical
articles from journals or magazines.
 Website URL or DOI – often a Digital Object Identifier and/or URL
are listed at the end. It is not standard. Check with your instructor if
this is required.

 The Reference List is formatted in a particular way:
 The first line of the citation begins at the margin.
 Next, as the words run automatically to the second line, the line is
set up to be indented 5 spaces. This is set up in Microsoft Word from
the toolbar in Paragraph, under Indentation, as a Hanging
indentation of 5 spaces:

Creating the
Reference List

View a
Reference
Page with
different types
of citations

Tips and Tools

Ask

Always ask your instructor what is expected. They have the last say in what content is
absolutely required. Use this as a guide and reference.

Use

Use the tools in Microsoft Word that you are comfortable with.

Check

Double check copied citations, any citation engine includes errors. Know what is a correct
citation.

Mind

Mind your commas and periods. It matters where there is a comma, period, parenthesis, italics,
colon and any punctuation in a citation. Some instructors want precision.

Standardize

The more consistent you make your formatting, the more it is acceptable. When in doubt,
standardize.

Avoid
plagiarism

It can be better to err on the side of too many citations rather than plagiarizing another
author’s works.

Write to your
theme

When writing, keep in mind that the best works circle back to emphasize the important
findings – your findings – what you have learned from the research.

Glossary of
terms

A note about plagiarism – Plagiarism is theft; it is stealing the thoughts, ideas,
research, and hard work that another person has put into the writing you have
read. You would not want someone to steal your work and not give you credit
for the time you put into a project, would you?

